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The talk from Sant Baljit Singh, “The Greatness of the 
Master,” explains that the Master constantly provides 
fresh guidance that is suited for current times, yet also 
is rooted in timeless wisdom. The words and examples 
in this talk illustrate how the Master is a source of help, 
comfort, and upliftment.

The articles throughout this issue tell about the unique 
role of the Master. He has the knowledge and under-
standing to guide those who are interested in exploring 
the spiritual aspect of life. He is a teacher and also a 
true friend. His motivation is selfless, and he radiates 
kindness and sympathy. 

To find a true Master is considered a great boon in 
life. The “Inspiration” section presents “How I Met My 
Master” by Sant Kirpal Singh. In this story, he describes 
his yearning to meet a true Master and how his prayers 
were answered. 

Welcome!

The Master helps us to understand and accomplish 
the purpose of life—to know ourselves as soul, as part 
of God. If we want to work toward this, he gladly and 
freely gives us the tools and support to attain it. That’s 
good news for anyone seeking a deeper or more joyful 
connection with the essence of life.

“The Master is an embodiment of grace and kindness.” 
(Sant Baljit Singh)
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Almost everyone has the desire for lasting happiness. And many search for the deeper purpose 
of life, as well. The timeless teachings of spirituality offer information about how to experience 
both, and the spiritual Master offers practical support and guidance for the spiritual journey.
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Dear souls,

Sending you all my heartfelt good wishes for the New Year.

This is a reflective time of the year, and many take time to pay reverence to the Divine. Yet God 
is not only for a certain season, month, day, or time of the day. God is pervading everywhere, 
all of the time, in every particle of this universe. God is pervading in you, too, as you are part of 
God’s immense creation, and there are so many wonders for you to experience. However, you 
get caught like a fish on a hook in the outside world, running here and there, keeping busy all day, 
and your life is passing by without you experiencing your full potential as a soul. One devotional 
song says it so beautifully: “If you haven’t seen your own Self inside yourself, then you haven’t 
seen the Ocean full of waves of love inside you.” The past is gone, and the future is unknown. So, 
use the present moment to focus on the spiritual purpose of life, to realize yourself as soul by 
being devoted to God and all His forms, as there is nothing else other than Him.

The relationship between the soul and the body is like that of a kite and a string. A kite is 
connected to a string and is able to fly high and far. When the string gets cut, the kite becomes 
free, only to be connected to a different string. In a similar way, the soul is connected to the body 
and is able to perform karmas (actions). When the soul is released from this body, it gets another 
body. We call this process death and rebirth. One should not fear death, because death is of the 
physical body only, and not of the soul, which is eternal. This will be understood only by someone 
who is able to understand and know the solution to death and birth, which is not possible without 
devotion for God.

Devotion is essential and is the only necessity on the path of spirituality. The outcomes of devo-
tion cannot and should not be counted or measured, as pure devotion is our duty toward God. 
We, as children, have the duty to serve our parents, and this service cannot exist without our 
having devotion for our parents. In the same way, we have the duty to be devoted to God and 
serve Him. True devotion is not done with a purpose or from neediness. Devotion for God that 
has a purpose or that is done from neediness is narrow-minded and is the biggest obstruction on 
the path of spirituality. Real devotion for God is without need or greed; it is not done for personal 
benefit or to satisfy neediness. The only necessity for devotion is devotion. 

It is my heartfelt wish for you that you open your hearts, show compassion to those in need, and 
be devoted to God—all forms of God, all of creation—so you can unlock the treasure, the ocean 
full of pure love, within you.

Wishing you all a happy New Year in 2020.

Yours in Him,
Baljit Singh

Open your hearts, show compassion to those in 
need, and be devoted to God—all forms of God, 
all of creation—so you can unlock the treasure, 
the ocean full of pure love, within you.

New Year Message 2020
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My beloved souls, I respectfully and lovingly greet 
you and bow with reverence to the primal power 

of God innate in all of you. Today we are gathered to 
honor our Master, Sant Thakar Singh, on the anniver-
sary of his birthday.

Our Master came to benefit all of humanity. He suffered 
hardships and lit our path so that we might enjoy. He 
should be remembered constantly, at every moment, 
not only once or twice each year. We would be foolish 
to remember such souls only on their birth and death 
anniversaries. Because of his love for us, our Master 
made sacrifices throughout his entire life, shedding tears 
and enduring unbearable pain for our sake. A spiritual 
Master constantly burns in the fires of anguish, walks 
on a path of embers, and sleeps on a bed of thorns. He 
endures these extremes for his disciples, those loving 
souls who have taken shelter under the Master so that 
they do not suffer anymore. His wishes are for our 
well-being. 

Actually, there is not much difference between a Master 
and a mother. The physical body is born from the womb 
of the mother, whereas a soul is born through a Master. 
That is why receiving initiation from a spiritual Master is 
truly a “second birth.”

An expectant mother carries herself cautiously and 
endures any pain in order to protect her unborn child. 
She then nurtures and teaches values to her growing 
child, expecting that the child will become independent 
one day. In the same way, a Master compassionately 
safeguards his disciple until the initiate learns to with-
stand worldly temptations and is strong enough to evade 
the snares of the negative power. The Master’s protec-
tion and help continue until one achieves the ultimate 
goal of life.  Although a mother may give birth to and 
raise many children, a time will come when her responsi-
bilities are complete.

A Master’s duty, however, never ceases, because the 
number of his disciples keeps growing. When the 
physical life of one who has served as a Master ends, 
the Master Power transfers to a successor in order to 
continue working in the world. That is why the Master 
is so magnificent. His status is considered to be much 
higher than that of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva. Master’s 

task is much greater and the hardships more intense. 
The one who tolerates the most sufferings for the enrich-
ment of humanity is highly valued in the eyes of God. 
The soul that reaches such spiritual heights is capable 
of being a Master. So the Master’s superior distinction 
shows how much God values such a soul.

However, if he were to remain in a high position, then 
how could the Master be involved in taking care of us 
at this level? Loving parents will tell you that they treat 
their children as if they were emperors. Parents gladly 
devote endless hours of effort to their children’s welfare. 
Like the mother who makes sacrifices and lives to serve 
her child to the best of her ability, a Master cares for his 
child initiates. He voluntarily provides his services for 
their benefit. It is overwhelming and truly humbling to 
consider the nature of this selfless service. Moreover, a 
Master never forces others to bend to his will, because 
the one who serves always takes a position lower than 
others. In contrast, those who give orders take a position 
above others.

A Master is under the orders of the one universal 
creator, the True One, Ek Onkar Satnaam, who 
pervades the entire creation. The Master, being His 
delegate, abides by His will. He pleads for the uplift-
ment of humanity with his hands folded in humility. He 
associates with everyone and lends an ear to all. The 
Master is free of ill will and has no feelings of hatred, 
anger, and revenge. Even if the Master scolds you at 
times, it is for your own benefit. He works like a potter 
who forcefully shapes the clay on the outside while 
keeping a tender hand on the inside.

The Greatness of the Master
Sant Baljit Singh

The Master’s greatness is  
in his duty, not in the  
reputation of the position 
he holds, for he suffers for 
the welfare of others. 
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We need to discover  
the eternal nectar lying  
dormant within, for this  
will change us into  
ideal human beings.

A Master’s greatness is profound, and he transforms 
us into wonderful beings. Currently we are nothing but 
statues of dust, moving phantoms of death, because 
we have not developed the qualities required of a 
human being. We need to discover the eternal nectar 
lying dormant within, for this will change us into ideal 
human beings. 

The Master reveals our innate nature to us and modi-
fies us so that we become perfect, ideal beings. He 
consistently teaches us and reforms us by dismantling 
us and restructuring us once again. Those who are not 
willing to surrender their ego completely will suffer. In 
order to be reformed, one has to accept the process of 
being refined. Gold is purified in fire and shaped by the 
tough blows of a jeweler’s hammer into an emperor’s 
crown or a queen’s necklace. Those who cannot follow 
the Master’s instructions are not living up to the full 
potential of a human being.

Out of love, the Master cries from the depths of his 
soul, pleading that his disciples will return to the Path 
of Life. He gives comfort and support from within. He 
prays ceaselessly: “O Lord, you have entrusted me 
with these souls, but only your protection prevails. 
My duty is to guide them on the spiritual path. I wish 
for them to emerge from ignorance, learn wisdom, 
and achieve the true goal of life. May they perform 
good actions, and may they be relieved from the 
entanglements of karma.”

Just as parents appeal to God for the welfare of their 
children, the Master always prays for our betterment. 
The Master does not ask for anything for his own 
benefit, because he has already received from God 

what needs to be attained. He prays only for others. 
Our loving Master, Sant Thakar Singh, struggled only 
for us. His hard efforts are reflected in our individual 
success, which we can achieve by realizing our objec-
tive. The pain endured by parents changes into pride 
when their child succeeds in his or her endeavors. All 
the suffering from the difficult job of rearing the child 
and guiding its footsteps is immediately transformed 
into happiness when the child achieves his or her aspi-
rations. Similarly, a Master endures extreme hardships 
and patiently waits for the day when we will soar high 
above, reaching our entitled abode. It is then that the 
Master is overjoyed and gains pleasure in seeing his 
souls reach their true home. 

A Master’s greatness is unimaginable. However, he 
never claims to be great. The most humble becomes 
great by being acquainted with God and by bowing 
down to Him. This is the unquestionable truth. The 
Ultimate Power uplifts the humble one and makes 
him grand. One cannot ascend by one’s own efforts. 
When the Utmost Power decides to lend a hand, one 
achieves greatness. He raises us from the dungeons to 
the mountaintops, and from there to the summit of the 
highest mountain.

Although he has reached such an advanced state, the 
Master descends and dwells among us. That is why a 
Master’s value and glory are far beyond description. 
Out of humility he always considers himself the lowest 
of servants, a messenger and a simple worker. We must 
never stop thinking about such great Masters. In this 
world, when someone does us a favor, the matter does 
not end when we say “thank you.”   

What attempt have we made to thank these wonderful 
beings, the Masters? Give your gratitude to them 
each and every moment, for nothing in the world can 
compare to what they have granted us.

Souls such as Sant Thakar Singh descend from their 
abode, dwell upon earth, and then merge back into 
their origin. No doubt everyone has to leave this world 
someday; however, the Masters are special souls that 
come for the liberation of humankind. They are not just 
the body but rather the soul, which remains present at 
all times. When one Master’s physical life comes to an 
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A spiritual Master sheds tears 
for the disciple, and the child 
initiate cries for the Master. 
They are strongly bound from 
both ends, and the intensity of 
love between them is equally 
binding. Therefore, become 
linked to the Master by having a 
connection on the inside, not 
with his physical body. 

end, the Master Power transfers to a successor so that 
the work continues. 

The Master’s greatness is in his duty, not in the repu-
tation of the position he holds, for he suffers for the 
welfare of others. These dearly loved souls of God live 
for our welfare, rendering all spiritual benefits to us. 
Even after they leave this world, their birthdays and 
death anniversaries are excellent opportunities for us 
to keep their memory alive through constant simran. To 
remember such great Masters on only a few occasions is 
not sufficient; remembrance should continue ceaselessly 
at all times. This phrase from Saint Kabir will then apply: 
“Remembering you, I have become you, and nothing of 
me remains.”

Constantly keep him in your memory, and devote your 
thoughts to him in complete surrender. 

Many times when I meet with small groups of people or 
committees, some of the people present will mention 
the precious moments they had with our Master. Then 
with heartfelt feelings, I disclose how fortunate and 
privileged they were to have a personal acquaintance 
with our Master and to experience his tender care, loving 
attention, and closeness. In my case, I was always a long 
distance from where he was. However, this separation 
was compensated for when he asked me to come and 
stay with him during his last days. When I arrived, he 
would often want to speak with me and was able to 
do so because his health was slightly better. In spite 
of this, I would request that he rest instead. I would 
purposely leave in order for him to rest. If I remained, 
he would take the opportunity to talk. At one point, I 
even suggested to dear Master to make an appeal in the 
court of God to prolong his life span. I told him, “Perhaps 
wonders can happen.”

The Master responded to this by patting his body and 
saying, “My dearest child, this body is of no use now; it has 
become ineffective. However, the Master Power now has 
a new body through which it will work, and that is yours.”

Keeping his health in mind, I would quietly leave, 
especially when I observed that he was at rest and 
meditating. I would return later at night, at which time he 
would still be in meditation. It is a normal routine for the 

Saints to accomplish their worldly duties at the earliest 
time and retire to spend the evening hours in medita-
tion. Even after midnight, the Master would get up and 
start meditating after a brief break. The Masters spend 
their nights in meditation in order to achieve as much as 
possible. They have no need to meditate for themselves, 
but do so for the good of all.
 
When we talk about worldly matters, the attention is 
diverted outward, but when one withdraws one’s atten-
tion and focuses within, the soul rises above. Wherever 
the life currents withdraw, there you will reside. For 
example, while sitting here, if your attention is diverted 
and you begin thinking of some other place, you will be 
there. When a Master withdraws his attention, he is in his 
own abode, taking up his throne in the kingdom of God, 
even though his body remains in front of us. 

Late at night, the Master would say, “My dear child, arise,” 
and I would open my eyes. He would avail every opportu-
nity to once again start talking with me, since he had not 
seen me during the day. I said, “Guru Ji, why do you wake 
me up at such an odd time? When you do so, my program 
during the day becomes difficult.” He thereby responded, 
“Okay, since you wish, I will not awaken you today.” Then 
I replied that to continue to awaken me would be fine. At 
that, he answered, “No! I will not wake you up.” I inquired 
whether he was upset over the issue, and he responded, 
“The solution is that if I do not let you sleep, then there will 
be no need to wake you up.”

This is how our Beloved Master was! Many times in the 
mornings he would affectionately call me toward him, 
saying, “Come here, my dear; come closer, my loving 
child.” Thereafter, he would affectionately embrace 
me as his child and would request me to take rest. He 
would then tenderly caress my hair, just as a mother 
adoringly pampers her child. Our Master would then say: 
”O my darling child, I have found my readily prepared 
son, my preordained child!” His love is boundless; you 
cannot comprehend how much love he showered upon 
me during those four days. It is beyond description. 
What more can I say? These are revelations of secrets 
concealed within the rooms.

A spiritual Master sheds tears for the disciple, and the 
child initiate cries for the Master. They are strongly bound 

from both ends, and the intensity of love between them is 
equally binding. Therefore, become linked to the Master 
by having a connection on the inside, not with his physical 
body. The physical body on its own has no significance; 
you only need to utilize it for a given purpose, and for that, 
devotional practices are of the utmost necessity.

This is the message that our Master constantly shared 
with us. He kept on reminding us to meditate and to 
realize ourselves as soul. I would say, let us sit in his 
remembrance, but that would mean that we have 
forgotten him. This should not be the case. In the spiri-
tual scriptures of the Adi Granth it is written: “My Master 
is permanently embedded within and thus constantly 
protects me.” This is the message our dear Master often 
imparted to us. Let us keep his teachings alive, my dear 
souls, by sitting in meditation.

After meditation:

During a devotional song that was sung earlier, I 
managed to pick up these lines:

   Having heard of the intoxicant called love 
   being served at your tavern, 
   I have come from afar to join your congregation 

They describe the Master’s spiritual “tavern.” The 
Master offers us a drink of the nectar of love from the 
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The Master’s protection and help continue until one 
achieves the ultimate goal of life.  
cup of Naam from God. As Saint Kabir has said: “The 
Lord partakes of the overflowing cup of Naam and 
shares the same with me.” 

When we enter the congregation at the Master’s “tavern,” 
he stands as an observer and offers us the opportunity 
to absorb God’s love. Naam is the uplifting water of life 
that radiates through the Master’s eyes, because it is God 
who is gazing from the eyes of the Master. As it is written 
in the scriptures of the Adi Granth: “A saint’s virtue 
abides in his eyes and forehead.”

We also might have heard poetic compositions where 
a bar attendant is blamed for one’s excessive drinking. 
However, when a person is intoxicated spiritually, he 
will praise the “bar attendant” for his radiant eyes, 
because when one imbibes the spiritual elixir from the 
Master’s eyes, one becomes completely intoxicated with 
God’s love and essence. This spiritual nectar is such that 
the blissful effect does not subside for ages, whereas 
worldly intoxicants lose their effect quickly.

All sorts of people come to be in the presence of the 
Master. No matter what their caste, creed, or status, 
all are welcomed because the Master is not concerned 
with such differences. We have divided ourselves into 
various religious and social groups, and people tend to 
associate themselves with particular ones. However, 
a Master is not bound by or limited to any specific 

religion or social group. God made human beings, and 
human beings made religions, social groups, and so 
on. We caused divisions amongst ourselves due to the 
different identities we created for ourselves. We moved 
away from the actual reality, which is to unite in the 
true purpose of humanity. 

 
Copyright © 2007 Know Thyself as Soul Foundation, International  

(Part 1 of 4 parts of the talk given March 25, 2007 evening  
at Nawan Nagar, India)

Note:  This talk-for-print is part of a four-part talk.  All four are  
available in booklet format: 
Part 1: The Greatness of the Master 
Part 2: Inner Solitude and True Purpose    
Part 3: Two Types of Devotion 
Part 4: The Lesson of Love and Devotion 
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The Living Master 

During this life we all have 
a purpose to fulfill and the 
Master is there to guide 
and help you.
Sant Baljit Singh

God is waiting for you and looking forward to having 
you come back to Him. That is why He sends you the 
Masters and saints to tell you about the reality of life 
and provide you the way back to your true home.

Sant Baljit Singh  
Know Thyself as Soul Magazine, 2009 Issue 4 (p. 6) 

The Master’s role is to awaken us from our state of 
slumber and make us realize that we are not a body but 
a soul and that our body is merely a vehicle.

Sant Baljit Singh  
The Golden Opportunity (Edition Naam, 2012; p. 6) 

A living Master is required, who can work according 
to the condition of the world. Information is required 
which pertains to the present situation of the world. 
That is why my Master has said, and in all scriptures 
it has been very clearly told, that a living Master is 
the biggest blessing in this world. Without the help or 
guidance of the living Master, nobody can find anything, 
because he is living and he is there according to the 
situation, complete and perfect, to give you the right 
way and to lead you through any kind of difficulties and 
problems. He knows. He is equipped. Past Masters were 
equipped to help during their eras, and the present 
living Master is equipped to help during his era.

Sant Thakar Singh  
Live the Life of Soul (Edition Naam, 2010/2015; p. 51) 

Only a living judge can hear the case and give a decision. 
Only a living doctor can treat you. In the same way, a 
living Master can lead you back to your true home.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Pimpalner, India; February 4, 2005

The living Master is like the engine of the train. He 
continues working and working, pulling all souls toward 
their destination. Without this help, the souls cannot 
help themselves. At all times, from our birth till our last 
moment, we need a living Master, because the bless-
ings showering from God upon humanity are through a 
living Master. 

Sant Thakar Singh  
Live the Life of Soul (Edition Naam, 2010/2015; p. 205) 

We need to recognize our true selves and see that we 
are a form of Light. Why do we seek to create light 
through the artificial means of the physical world? 
The methods that we use to create physical light work 
because of God’s arrangements on earth. However, to 
experience the inner Light, we first need to follow the 
teachings of the Master, and then we can enter within 
and see ourselves as Light. When we experience that 
Light and become enchanted with the Word of God, the 
Naam, we will never suffer again. 

Sant Baljit Singh  
India Report, 2014 (p. 18)  

The term Guru consists of two words: Gu meaning 
darkness and Ru meaning Light. Hence Guru means one 
who can lead us from darkness to Light, from untruth 
to Truth, and from death to Immortality.

Sant Kirpal Singh  
Godman (Ruhani Satsang, 1967/2013; p. 70) 

What previous Masters have said, they said in their 
own times. You have the same help now. The help that 
was needed in the past was given to the people by the 
past Masters. For the present, help is available from the 
living Master.

Sant Thakar Singh 
The Way of Life (Edition Naam, 2001; p. 73)
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True
Friend

In the Master’s congregation, everyone is accepted, regardless of one’s indi-
vidual beliefs. It makes no difference to the Master, because his noble task 
is to unite all with God through whom all were created. As everything came 
from the Truth, Truth alone prevails, and this means that everyone is of the 
highest degree.

Sant Baljit Singh  
Inner Solitude and True Purpose (Edition Naam, 2018; p. 6)

All sorts of people come to be in the presence of the Master. No matter what 
their caste, creed, or status, all are welcomed because the Master does not 
have any concern for such differences.

Sant Baljit Singh 
Inner Solitude and True Purpose (Edition Naam, 2018; p. 5)

The relationship of the Master and the disciple is unique in character, and 
we find no parallel to it on earth. Still, Saints have tried to make us under-
stand something of it. While all worldly connections and ties are more or less 
tainted by selfishness, the relation between the Master and the disciple is 
purely one of selfless love.

Sant Kirpal Singh  
Godman (Ruhani Satsang, 1967/2013; p. 197)

The Master does not give you things of this world, nor do you go to him to 
receive anything of this world. The Master does not want anything of this 
world. All he wants is for you to benefit spiritually.

Sant Baljit Singh  
The Golden Opportunity (Edition Naam, 2012; p. 19)

The true Master is the real friend of the disciple. He saves him from tense 
and hopeless situations. He comes to his aid when he has despaired of all 
hope and relief, and is surrounded by seemingly powerful forces arrayed 
against him. From time to time the disciple feels the overpowering influ-
ence of the Master working for his good. At times he works in ways that are 
difficult for the disciple to understand. Just as a mother waits in the early 
morning hours for her sleeping child to awaken, in the same way, even more 
anxiously, the Master looks forward wistfully to the time when his disciple, 
steeped in deep ignorance born of matter and mind, will raise his head, look 
toward him, and gladden his heart.

Sant Kirpal Singh  
Godman (Ruhani Satsang, 1967/2013; p. 204)

When you are sad, your Master is sad, too. He cannot bear to see you suffer, 
so he has taken the problem upon himself. If the children are enjoying, why 
would the father be unhappy? When the children are unhappy, the parents 
cannot be happy. The Master’s comfort is in your hands. When you become 
happy, the Master will also become happy. If you are unhappy, then what will 
the Master do? He is with you. We are sitting on the same branch. I cannot be 
separated from you. We are linked. We have a relationship. Due to this rela-
tionship, we share each other’s happiness and sorrow. We have a common 
ground to share. Catch hold of the way of happiness.

Sant Thakar Singh  
The Master: A Spiritual Preceptor (Edition Naam, 2011; p. 26)

Just as the clouds give shade to all without any bias, 
the Master gives to all.
Sant Baljit Singh
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Seek shelter with the Master, who is your tutor. He will 
train you, teach you, reform you, show you the way, tell 
you the means, give you the skill, tell you everything, 
and help you.
Sant Baljit Singh

Spiritual Preceptor

Just as a teacher is necessary in the schools of the world, the Master is necessary in the spiritual 
school. You cannot make progress in the schools and universities of the material world without a 
teacher to help you understand the knowledge, overcome your problems, and pass your exams 
so that you can graduate. In the same way, you need a spiritual teacher to teach you, to make you 
aware, to give you knowledge, to guide you, and to help you.

Sant Baljit Singh  
Guru Purnima 2011 (Edition Naam, 2012; p. 13)

The Master awakens your soul and brings life to it. You are a soul, which means that you are God. 
One who has found his soul has found everything. If you know your soul, you know everything and 
are complete, because the one who is competent to make you complete has made you complete.

Sant Thakar Singh  
The Master: A Spiritual Preceptor (Edition Naam, 2011; p. 50)

Without the help of the spiritual teacher called the Master, you cannot overcome the subtle prob-
lems that come up in your spiritual life. You need the Master so that you can achieve your ultimate 
goal—salvation, liberation. In the past, just as it is now, anyone who made progress in the spiritual 
field had a spiritual Master. Without the help of a spiritual Master, no one can achieve salvation, the 
ultimate liberation.

Sant Baljit Singh  
Guru Purnima 2011 (Edition Naam, 2012; p. 13)

Receiving the initiation—the connection with the inner Light and Sound—is only a beginning, like 
getting enrolled in school. After that, the curriculum starts and the studies begin. The Master is your 
spiritual teacher to whom you listen, just as you listen to an instructor in school or a lecturer at 
the university. After class, you have to do your homework. The next day, you have to come to your 
classes again, prepared. During the course of studies and at the end, you have to go through tests 
and exams. The spiritual path is a process like that. 

Sant Baljit Singh    
Journey to the Ocean of Love (Edition Naam, 2013; pp. 12-13)
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Verses from the Adi Granth.

Gift  
of  
Grace

O dear Master, 
lead us from the 
darkness of  
ignorance to the 
light of wisdom.

Raise us from  
the walls of  
illusion to the 
temples of  
truth.

Bless our  
garden of life  
by showering  
us with your  
fountain of  
ever-existing 
knowledge.

May your  
boat of  
kindness  
and mercy  
take us through 
the tumultuous 
ocean of  
darkness  
to the  
beyond.

I am lowly  
and you are 
gracious.  
I am incapable 
and you are 
capable.

The veil of  
darkness will  
go away when 
your Light  
shines in  
me.

I have been 
walking on this 
complicated  
path of life,  
but could not 
recognize you.

All my  
expectations  
will be fulfilled  
if I can find the 
way to your  
door.

If I can  
be given  
the gift of your 
grace, and your 
mighty hand is 
everything  
for me,  
my boat will  
reach its  
destination 
beyond this  
ocean of life  
and death.
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Guide 
for the 
Spiritual 
Journey

The aim of our life is to merge with the supreme Power under the guidance and 
protection of the living Master in which the God Power is fully manifest. The Master 
is there to teach you how to come in contact with that source, the Higher Self or the 
God Self. He is there to guide you and protect you on the way back home.

Sant Baljit Singh  
New Year Message 2006

The Master will always lead us in a positive direction no matter what our level of 
understanding may be. If we do not know the answer to some question, he is not 
going to fail us! We have been given a guarantee that the Master is here to help us 
and guide us on the spiritual journey. Then what is there to worry about? 

Sant Baljit Singh  
Know Thyself as Soul Magazine, 2016 Issue 2 (p. 5)

The Master acts as a guide. The duty of a guide is to tell us about the place we are 
visiting, show us the best route to travel, let us know the weather and road condi-
tions, and guide us to our destinations. Our duty is to go along with the guide. The 
guide is to guide us, but we have to make the journey ourselves. The Master tells us 
the requirements for the journey—how to prepare, what to expect, and what to do. 
He prepares us, but we have to make the journey ourselves. He will assist us, help us, 
and guide us, but the efforts to travel are very much ours.

Sant Baljit Singh  
The Search for Knowledge (Edition Naam, 2016; p. 9)

The Master always reminds us about the purpose of life. He asks us to achieve this 
purpose, and he helps us in every possible way to do so. The Master is always with us. 
The Master Power is always with us. Whoever is walking on this path always has the 
company of the Master Power to help them and to guide them. 

Sant Baljit Singh  
Training the Mind Through Meditation (Edition Naam, 2016; p. 6)

God’s power in fullness works at the pole of a Master Soul, and he may therefore be 
truly described as polarized God come into the world with happy tidings to announce 
God and God’s Kingdom, both of which he says are near at hand and can easily be 
gained by a little practice in the right direction. He who has known Truth is Satguru. In 
fact, Satguru is Sat (Truth) personified. Word really becomes flesh and dwells among 
us, and by his instruction and guidance takes us along with him, until we, like him, 
become Word, a conscious principle working in harmony with the Divine Will on the 
Divine Plan.

Sant Kirpal Singh  
Godman (Ruhani Satsang, 1967/2013; p. 167)
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How I Met My Master
Sant Kirpal Singh

Inspiration! 

I used to pray: “O God, I’m convinced that without one who knows You, nobody 
can reach You.” It is a practical matter of self-analysis. God cannot be known by 
the outgoing faculties, by the vital airs or by the intellect. It is a matter of seeing: 
whoever sees can make you see. “I know there’s a need, definitely: all scriptures 
say so. I’m quite convinced, but where am I to go? Suppose I go to somebody who 
has not met You, what will be my fate?” I used to pray like that.

“If You could reveal Yourself to the old saints”—there are stories about that—”why 
can’t You do it in my case? I’m convinced; I’ve great regard for that need; but there 
are so many Masters. Whom shall I select?”

With this, my Master [Baba Sawan Singh] began to appear to me when I sat in 
meditation or when I was doing something. I thought perhaps it was Guru Nanak. 
He used to talk to me.

In those days there was the first Great War, and my brother was on the Indian 
front along the Persian side. I used to traverse along with him and went to those 
places, here, there and everywhere. I was very fond of rivers, ponds, water. Even in 
my young life, I used to go and sit by the waterside, or some river, the whole night 
through, in a calm and quiet place. The running water helps a little to concentrate. 
So this went on for some time.

In the meantime, I was first at Peshawar, and then I was transferred to Nowshera 
station. A river runs by there. I used to sit by that riverside for hours. Then I came 
to Jhelum side. That is also by the riverside, and I sat there for hours on end. I was 
very fond of swimming, too.

In the meantime, I was transferred to Lahore. That was also by the riverside. I 
passed my days there. There was also the river Beas. I thought, “Let me have a 
look at that!” One Sunday morning I left by train and detrained at Beas station. 
There was an old man there. He was a station master of the station. I asked him 
on which side the river flows. He was a devotee of the Master: “Do you want to see 
the Master?”

“Does a Master live there?”

“Yes! On the riverside.”

I told him, “I have two things now. I’ll enjoy the river scenery and also see the 
Master at the same time.” Then he directed me there.

The Master was sitting upstairs. He was taking his meal inside. I went and sat 
outside. After half an hour or so, he came out. I was wonderstruck: He was the 
same man who had been appearing to me for seven years before, from 1917 to 
1924. I paid homage to him. Then I asked: “Why so late?”

He said, “This is the most opportune time that you are to come.”

So this is how I met the Master. “The Guru appears when the student is ready”—
even to the most skeptical mind. Perhaps none of you have been as skeptical as I 
was. I was afraid, you see, lest I go to somebody who had not met God, and my life 
would be spoiled.

When I went to him then—every Sunday I used to go—he looked after me like a 
father looks after his son’s coming: “Arrange this room, bring this bedding,” this 
and that thing. I requested, “Well, Master, don’t you worry. I’m here, at your feet.”

“All right, now, you’ll have to look after this ashram. Go on with it. Those who come, 
you’ll look after them.” These were the words he expressed, the very first time.

The next time there was initiation—this was early February—and all were sitting 
in initiation. The Master said, “You go sit inside.” I went inside and sat in his room. 
This is how I was initiated! I was waiting for him. Perhaps he will call me, or what? I 
didn’t dare move, because he did not call me. Then he returned. I asked him, “Will 
you kindly initiate me?”

“Oh, yes, surely.”

What the mystery of life is—what is a man, what is a soul—was solved in little or no time.

 (Excerpt from a talk given on January 24, 1964 in Washington, D.C.)

Sant Kirpal Singh (1894-1974) later became the spiritual Master of Sant Thakar Singh 
(1929-2005), who was the spiritual Master of Sant Baljit Singh, the current Master.

When we take refuge  
with a saint or a Master,  
we will be overjoyed.
Sant Baljit Singh

The biggest opportunity,  
fate, or fortune is to find  
a living Master.
Sant Thakar Singh

God cannot be  
known by the  
outgoing faculties,  
by the vital airs, or  
by the intellect. It is  
a matter of seeing:  
whoever sees can  
make you see.
Sant Kirpal Singh
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2 cups salad greens 
½ cup pomegranate arils (the red kernels) 
¼ cup chopped walnuts or pecans 
½ cup rose petals 
½ cup fresh mint leaves

Note: ¼ cup dried cranberries or blueberries can be 
used in place of ½ cup pomegranate arils

Place the salad greens in a bowl or on a plate. Add the 
pomegranate arils (or dried cranberries or blueberries), 
walnuts or pecans, rose petals, and mint leaves. 

Top with a light dressing of your choice. 

Serves 2.

1 cup almond flour 
½ cup semolina flour (or rice flour) 
1 cup coconut sugar (or equivalent) 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
½ teaspoon Himalayan salt 
2 teaspoons ground cardamom 
¼ cup almond oil 
¾ cup yogurt 
1 tablespoon rosewater 
Garnish: powdered sugar, chopped pistachios, edible 
rose petals (fresh or dried)

In a large bowl, stir together the flours, sugar, baking 
powder, salt, and cardamom. In a separate bowl, whisk 
together the oil, yogurt, and rosewater. Pour into the 
dry ingredients. Stir until well combined.

Preheat the oven to 350° F / 180° C. Lightly coat an 
8-inch / 20-cm cake pan with coconut oil. Dust with 
flour. Pour the cake batter into the pan. Bake until a 
skewer inserted into the center comes out clean, about 
30 to 40 minutes.

Let cake cool a few minutes. Remove cake from pan 
and place on a plate. Sprinkle with garnish.

One day you will realize  
your full potential,  
unfolding like the rose  
into its full beauty.
Sant Baljit Singh 

Natural Living
Roses

Roses are popular flowers worldwide. Sometimes 
called the queen of flowers, they symbolize hope, joy, 
and love. A fragrant bouquet of roses is a caring gift 
for anyone.

Roses can be grown outside in a sunny spot or in pots 
on a balcony or patio. When picking rose petals to eat 
or use medicinally, fresh, fragrant ones have the best 
qualities. Pick the petals in the morning after the dew 
has dried. Be sure to pick only from bushes that have 
not been sprayed with pesticides or chemicals. 

Edible rose petals can be added to salads, granola, 
puddings, and other foods. They can be made into 
tea and syrup too. Rose hips—the fruit of roses—
have a high level of vitamin C. They can be eaten raw 
or made into tea, jam, sauces, etc. 

Rosewater and the essential oil of roses are extracted 
from rose petals. They are healing for damaged skin 
and also have anti-depressant, calming, antiviral, anti-
bacterial, and anti-inflammatory properties. 

Rose oil, rosewater, rosehips, and rose petals can be 
purchased from herbal stores, specialty stores, or 
online. If they will be eaten or ingested, be sure to 
purchase only edible or culinary grade.

Rose Petal Salad Almond Rose Cake
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Books from the Masters provide us with good teachings. We should  
follow these good teachings and apply them to our lives.
Sant Baljit Singh 

The Lesson of Love and Devotion – NEW  
Sant Baljit Singh explains that we must develop our ability to love, because this 
is how we attain oneness with God. Along the way, we learn kindness, compas-
sion, sympathy, and forgiveness. When we begin to see God in everyone, we 
are able to serve everyone with love. Through love and devotion, we become 
absorbed in God.

Softcover booklet: 24 pages

Enjoy Being Vegetarian!
Information and Inspiration for the Vegetarian Diet Australia 

editionnaam.au@knowthyself.org

Canada 
editionnaam.orders.us@knowthyself.org

New Zealand 
editionnaam.orders.nz@knowthyself.org

USA 
editionnaam.orders.us@knowthyself.org

Journey to the Source of Life   
With a fresh yet timeless perspective, Sant Baljit Singh provides practical answers 
about the basic purpose of life and the way to achieve it. Topics include the search 
for happiness and wisdom; discovery of our inner potential; choosing a lifestyle 
that supports spiritual goals; the significance of love and service; and how to 
connect with the inner Light and Sound, which leads to the eternal source of all life. 

Softcover book: 164 pages

This new booklet introduces the vegetarian diet to those interested in becoming 
vegetarian and maintaining this eating style. In a small, colorful booklet format, 
it offers information on all the basics, including making the switch to vegetarian, 
stocking the kitchen, vegetarian nutrition, recipes—and inspirational quotes! 

Softcover booklet: 32 pages

2020 Desk Calendar – great gift for friends! 
This 12-month table calendar (5 x 7.5 inches) features inspirational 
quotes from Sant Baljit Singh paired with beautiful close-up photos of 
nature. Stands up on the table or desk. Wire binding at the top.  
Available in English only. A great gift for friends, family, and yourself.

2020 Wall Calendar – your inspiration for the year 
The 12-month wall calendar (12 x 8 inches) features inspirational 
quotes from Sant Baljit Singh paired with new photos of him. 
Each month has a new quote and photo. Quotes are in English, 
Spanish, French, and Portuguese.

Two Types of Devotion  
In this talk, Sant Baljit Singh explains that extroverts prefer outer devotional 
services, whereas introverts prefer inner devotional practices. The essence of 
both methods is to become one with God, who is everywhere and yet also is 
only one. The purpose of devotion is to find the unity within the diversity of life.

Softcover booklet: 28 pages

Edition Naam

www.EditionNaam.com
USA phone:
386-842-5317
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Reflections

Let us love everyone and serve everyone.

Sant Baljit Singh

You have a seed within you that can sprout and give you real life. Seek 
the protection of a Master, and he will prepare the ground for you. He 
will make you realize what you need to understand. He will cleanse your 
mind and intellect and dispel your flaws. This is how he prepares the soil 
for you. The Master does not have to put the seed within you because you 
already have it, but it is lying dormant.

31

When the soil is ready, with the help of the Master, you plant the seed. With your 
devotional practices, you water it. Then it will germinate and grow into a fruit-bearing 
tree. This fruit will benefit not only you but also many others. Whoever comes to you 
will benefit. When a tree grows big and bears fruit, anyone who takes the fruit bene-
fits from it. Any pilgrim who takes rest under the tree benefits from it, for this tree 
provides for all.

You have a golden opportunity to obtain the supreme life. Accomplish it, and do not 
let your life go to waste. Use this life in true devotion so that liberation is attained— 
something you have not achieved in many births. It can be achieved in this lifetime. 

Sant Baljit Singh 
The Golden Opportunity (Edition Naam, 2012; p. 9) 



Sant Baljit Singh

The soul finds satisfaction and strength 
through the company of the Master.                  
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